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Item 4.1
50 Hanby Street, Brighton
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1.

Mr Ian & Mrs Mary Armstrong (O)

We are a happily married couple Mary and Ian Armstrong living in this delightful Hanby Street
where we moved to 8 years ago from overcrowded over developed Sandringham ‘village’. We
strongly object to the change of residential style by this proposed development at No 50 Hanby
St for the following reasons. 1- Cramming12 bedrooms in three units sets an unwanted
precedent contrary to the ambience of Hanby St. 2- Pushing the envelope to maximise financial
return is contrary to the lifestyle enjoyed by Hanby St residents. Developers walk off with the
profits leaving the residents with the demise of their street forever! 3. This development will make
Hanby St akin to the ruination of Well St nearby which is currently happening. This
overdevelopment is ruining Brighton and must be stopped! 4- People aspire to live in Brighton.
Developments like this detract from the very reason they wish to live here. 5- Traffication. This is
already a narrow street requiring pull over to let cars pass due to cars parked on street . This
development would produce up to 15 cars. Only 6 are provided and experience shows that many
park on street even with underground parks. Demographics show more affluent owners with
more mature driver age families residing at home. Eg. our neighbours with a car each and one
for each of four young. 6-We relocated here for ambience from overdeveloped Sandringham
village. Our single home is on a consolidated block where there were once three houses. This
proposal goes counter to this trend. — once a single house now proposed to become three
overdeveloped residences.
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2.

Mr John & Mrs Kim Yeoman (O)

Sirs/Madam
We remain opposed to the application for the construction of 3 dwellings at 50 Hanby Street,
Brighton (application number 5/2020/666/1).
Our primary areas of objection can be summarized into following two main areas:
1. High accident risk:
Hanby Street is already a very congested road which is heavily used as a cut through from South
Road to Dendy Street. This heavy traffic is significantly compounded by the presence of
numerous vehicles stopping and/or parking to visit the Ole and Ari coffee shop on the corner of
Hanby and Were Street and also to use the two parks accessed from Hanby Street (Hanby
Street Reserve and White Street Reserve). Both of these parks are enjoyed by many families
and young children from the area. However, increasing high volumes of traffic, excessive parking
in the road from those visiting the coffee shop and/or parks, and the presence of young children
raises significant risk of accident and injury. The road is quite literally an accident waiting to
happen, with poor visibility from parked and speeding cars for pedestrians with children. The
introduction of yet more multiple dwellings with multiple car ownership can only worsen matters.
2. The increasing community concern over high density developments around Bayside:
The Bayside Council should be aware of the concern of many residents in relation to the current
level of high density and multiple dwelling developments. Wells Street, Black Street, Church
Street are prime examples, but there are many more including, for example Orlando Street in
Hampton. The approval for such un-relenting high density developments appear to have little
regard to the wishes of residents or the impact on communities. Approval of the application for
three dwellings at 50 Hanby Street raises concern that this is simply the thin end of the wedge
and will lead progressively to yet another community street being destroyed as it is turned into
yet more high density living. It is critical that the Council understand these concerns amongst the
residents. What is the development master plan for Bayside in relation to protecting communities
and keeping in check excessive developments? Can the Council allay fears over piecemeal high
density and multiple dwelling developments evolving unchecked?
In summary, you will note that our objections are less focused on the specifics of the Applicant
and more on the critical role of the Council in protecting and listening to its residents and
community.
Yours faithfully
John & Kim Yeoman
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3.

Ms Youla Horne (O)

To whom it may concern

Application Number 5/2020/666/1 for Development of 3 Units

I wish to strongly object to the headed application for the development of 3 units on a block that
has a Council covenant for a Single Dwelling only.

There are a number of reasons for the objection

1) Hanby Street having a number of Single Dwelling Covenant (SDC) . We are long term
residents (36 years) of 45 Hanby Street and a SDC was the attraction of purchasing in one of
Brighton most desirable streets. We do not want Hanby Street turned into Well Street – we
understand why there has been planning changes to properties closer to Middle Brighton
railway station however Hanby Street is a long distance from those rezoned properties.
Passing of this application will create monumental change in the street and it will lose its
special character and attract property developers void of caring for the long term impacts on
the street residents. The role of Councils is to ensure this does not happen and preserve the
character. We lok at the suburb of Killara NSW which is a similar suburb to Brighton – they
have allowed multi residential approvals along the Pacific Highway, but have flatly refused
town houses and units in the main suburb – it remains a beautiful and charismatic suburb

2) Material change to Street perspective and appeal. A street full of 3 dwelling units ( this will
spread quickly) will be unsightly and against the spirit of the single dwelling covenant that
was put in place to protect the residents of a number of properties in Hanby Street. There
have been very few variances from the single dwelling covenant – I cannot afford to do a
search on every property in Hanby Street as suggested by the Town Panner representing the
developer, but I know my property has a SDC – perhaps you can enkighten us as to how
many non SDC properties there are in Hanby Street?

3) Traffic congestion and parking impacts. Hanby Street is not a wide street and even with
today’s dwellings, traffic flow is impacted by cars parked on the street. Reversing out of my
current residence is often extremely difficult with the numbers of cars that are on the
street. This impact has been more severe with the recently finalised renovations at 47 Hanby
Street. If we fast forward to the number of Trade persons trucks and utilities that would be
in the street during the construction of 3 dwellings, it will make it almost impossible to
reverse out of my property and also for my visitors to park. Once construction is finalised
and residents move in, parking from multiple tenants and their visitors will make it
impossible for visitors to my property to park outside my residence and difficult for passing
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traffic. With the potential at least 15 extra residents in one street, particularly on a potential
1 car per person in residences that have older children, the impact with be catastrophic.
Many people park on the street despite underground car parks (as proposed) and we will
have great difficulty seeing out of our drive way to enter the street - exceedingly dangerous.
I am available to discuss this objection (*number withheld). My son Cameron Horne is also available
on (*number withheld).

Yours sincerely

Youla Fay Horne
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4.

Mr Andrew Melin (O)

Tree removal.
The plans include the removal of a beautiful Evergreen Alder tree situated in the northeast corner
of 50 Hanby St.
Bayside have rightfully strict controls for trimming and removal of mature trees.
For Bayside to sanction its removal not only takes away a lovely green backdrop from our
property but is also surely inconsistent with your guidelines.
Its removal would also take away some of our privacy.
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5.

Mr Daniel Portelli (A)

Good Evening,
Our proposal to build 3 units on a 1,250m2 block is deemed not an overly intense development.
All parking for this development has been allocated to basement parking. This is important as it
removes cars from street view and avoids vehicles from driveways and garages at ground level.
This in turn helps create a good space for setbacks, landscaping and open space. The street and
the area in general contain many double storey dwellings, so the fact these are double storey
dwellings cannot be overly contentious. The design is modern, as it should be, but this is not a
heritage area, plus the street includes a wide range of architectural designs already.
The Council is to be guided by the advice of its own independent and professional planners who
support this proposal. We have heard the concerns of Council Officers during the processing of
this application, and we have responded to and resolved these issues in a timely manner; for
example we modified the design to retain a large tree in the front setback. This is not a proposal
where Council Officers are recommending changes to the design to make it acceptable via a
permit condition. Rather, what has been put forward for consideration is acceptable as it is. This
is because we have done the work prior. This includes the submission of amended plans after
the consultative meeting. These plans were formally submitted, without prejudice and with full
commitment on our side, and not just filed for ‘discussion’ purposes or the like. This shows our
genuine intent to commit to the resolution of issues and work towards an acceptable solution for
all parties involved, rather than not attending to these issues satisfactorily and rushing the
proposal to VCAT, which could result in unnecessary tactical games.
These amended plans also represent and include the collaborative and open discussions we
have undertaken with our neighbor to the north, whom as a result has now formally and
unconditionally withdrawn their objection. We understand other residents remain concerned, as
they are entitled to, however the Officer Report makes it very clear that considerations recurring
in these objections such as overlooking, traffic and parking are all adequately complied with.
These issues have been emphatically dealt with in our view, to the point where we deem it not
reasonable to request anything above and beyond what the Planning Scheme requires on these
fronts.
We trust Council will follow the advice of its Officers and find in favor of this proposal.
Thankyou and regards,
Daniel Portelli
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Item 4.2
416 Balcombe Road, Beaumaris
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1.

Mr Ian & Mrs Lynette Urquhart (O)

SUMMARY OF OBJECTIONS PREVIOUSLY LODGED
Although the revised plan proposes to retain tree 14, which is a plus, it is hard to identify
other changes of any significance therefore our objection continues as below.
1. Traffic Problem.
Reserve Road is the only road going north out of Beaumaris between Black Rock about 2 ks
to the west and Charman Road about 2 ks to the east. All other roads in between come to
dead ends in the various golf links. Therefore, because the narrow Morey Road is the only
practical alternative way to access Reserve Road north from Balcombe Road it is busy at
times. This is particularly apparent at the entry to Morey Road from Balcombe Road.
2. Parking Problem
There are often many cars parked at the southern end of Morey Road because :(i) over the last 20 years unit developments at 2,4 and 6 Morey Rd. replaced 3 houses
resulting in 8 units so that a number of cars and a boat park permanently in Morey Rd .
(ii) there are no standing areas in Balcombe Road up to approximately 200 metres both east
and west of Morey Road on both sides of Balcombe Road resulting in a number of cars from
Balcombe Road residents near Morey Road parking cars in Morey Road. This has been
confirmed after speaking to a few Balcombe Road residents.
(iii)re the proposed development at 416 Balcombe Road. The 3 proposed units of the
development at 416 Balcombe Road do not have double garages but 2 cars parked one
behind the other with entry only to Morey Road near the busy corner. This is a precedent
and at a busy corner as 80% of nearby units have a garage for 2 cars. As the cars in the plan
are parked one behind the other it is expected in time that at least one of the two cars will
park in Morey Road resulting in 3 more cars being parked in Morey Road.
3. Other Problems arising from the Traffic and Parking Problems
(i) Street cleaning difficulty as the Council’s machine is often unable to access the curb to
collect the fallen leaves from the many large gum trees in Morey Road.
(ii) Sometimes unable to travel north along the southern end of Morey Road at end of
school times due to the oncoming traffic from Beaumaris North Primary School and the
parked cars.
(iii)Potential for car accidents and in particular children riding bikes along the nature strip
and the road to and from school.
4. High visual bulk not screened from Balcombe or Morey Roads and not respectful of
neighborhood character. Also, insufficient land has been provided for substantial trees
being a part of neighborhood character. Request retention of Trees No. 4 &9.
Conclusion
In our opinion the site is only suitable for 2 units with double garages as far away as
possible from the corner of Balcombe and Morey Roads.
Ian and Lynette Urquhart
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2.

Mr Robert Peers & Ms Sally Starr (O)
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3.

Mr Stephen Hay (on behalf of HP Architects) (A)

9 August 2021

Dear Councillors,

Written Submission to Planning & Amenity Committee
416 Balcombe Road Beaumaris (Item 4.2)
Planning Application No. 2020/506/1

HP Architects are the permit applicant in the above matter, listed to be heard at Item 4.2 of
Council’s agenda.
We would like to thank the planning department for their recommendation of support in this
matter, subject to conditions.
This application was lodged with Council in October 2020. Following advertising of the
application and review of the objections submitted, a consultation meeting was held in
February 2021. In response to the concerns raised, the application was amended via
Section 57a of the Act on 23 March 2021.
The design amendments respond to the concerns raised through a reduction in site
coverage to 50%, reduction in building envelope, increased boundary setbacks and retention
of tree 14. The amended plans have facilitated planning officer support, subject to
conditions.
Updates to the design included a revised treatment of the setback and bulk to Balcombe
Road. This has resulted in a setback which respects the existing property to the east, whilst
transitioning to a lesser setback for the ground floor element further west. The proposed
ground floor setback of 6.3m has been considered in the context of the adjoining property to
the west (corner of Morey Road), which has an existing Balcombe Road setback of 4.0m.
The existing vegetation on the site is generally exotic, poorly suited to the area and sparse.
The proposed landscape plan incorporates predominately native species, retains tree 14
(native), and will result in a significant improvement in the landscape context of the site.
Our client has committed to producing a high-quality development, whilst being respectful of
the neighbourhood and character of the immediate area. This is evident in the forms and
materials proposed, along with the enhanced native landscape that has been designed. We
therefore respectfully request that you support this application at the meeting of 10 August
2021.
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Thank you for the opportunity to address the Council on this matter. If you have any queries
or wish to discuss the application, please contact me on 0439 973 899 at your earliest
convenience.

Yours sincerely,

STEPHEN HAY

Director
HP Architects
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Item 4.3
342A Bay Road, Cheltenham
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1.

Mrs Joanne Howe (O)

Further to my lodged objections to this application I have read the planning decision to grant
a permit and whilst appreciate many items of concern have been addressed (thank you) I
would still like to reiterate my concerns in relation to :
Parking - the parking available out front of this small group of shops seems inadequate to
support several high traffic establishments or support those businesses that need parks for
quick collection ie, bottle shop, laundromat etc. From my perspective as a local being able to
park easily in this small group of shops for the collection of food, wine etc directly affects my
support of these businesses. Likewise I fear for the neighbouring streets that already seem
over burdened with street parking that it will increase. Negotiating these adjoining streets is
already a nightmare for all Pennydale residents. The possible increased exit ing of cars via
surrounding streets late at night is concerning both from the perspective of car noise and
groups of people that may linger to chat.
Whilst the applicant may believe that the patrons will be walking to the venue or catching
public transport - this should not be presumed.
Suitability of venue to area - The area is surrounded by private residences. I cannot find a
bar/ wine bar in any small neighbourhood shopping strip locally and I suggest that this sets a
poor precedent for Bayside in including bars in such small strips. Whilst planning have
assessed a reduction in closing times is appropriate this does somewhat suggest
acknowledgement that amenity in the local area will be affected. This is primarily a family
area and as such amenity is important.
Suitability of venue for purpose :
The premises was built and sold as a residence - the balconies have been enclosed with
floor to ceiling windows. It appears this is now part of the floorplan for the bar ? It would be
pertinent to address whether these building works are suitable commercially.
Thanks you for reading my concerns.
Regards,
Jo Howe
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2.

Mr Derek Screen (O)

Dear Councillors,
Re AGENDA ITEM 4.3 – Application 2021/26/1 - 342a BAY ROAD CHELTENHAM
Thank you for the time to hear my concerns about the application in question. After a long
and constructive discussion with the Planning Officer involved, I still believe that the
application in question is NOT appropriate for the location it is being planned for or for the
venue, and I believe that the Officer has made his judgment based upon information
available to him which he agreed was very lacking and scant on detail. The Officer advised
that a number of issues bought up in objections cannot be dealt with as part of the planning
application. Of those things that CAN be dealt with as part of an objection, there are still a
large number of outstanding issues that have NOT been addressed, or addressed fully,
stemming, I believe, from the fact that the application itself was far from complete making it
difficult for the Officer to judge up close, so in this letter I will go through my concerns still
outstanding that can be looked at and taken into consideration as part of your deliberations
and final vote. NOTE: For ease of use, I have sent this document as a Word Document so
that you can enlarge the IMAGES to a size that you can easily read. Many thanks.
PROPOSED LOCATION – SETTING A PRECEDENT
The proposed location for this bar is the Bay Road East Small Neighbourhood Activity
Centre. I noted in my original objection that there is NO liquor only bar located in ANY of
Bayside’s 24 SNACS. The Officer made comment about there not being evidence of this and
it should not make any difference anyway. I disagree. Firstly, this information WAS
investigated and would not have been included otherwise. This was
done both VISUALLY by driving around to all 24 SNACS and noting the
tenants in each and then backed up by visiting the Victorian
Commission for Gambling and Liquor Regulation (VCGLR) where we
found a full map of ALL liquor licensed venues in Bayside. The map
shows these in YELLOW dots. Using their own online tool showing ALL
licenced venues including their location and restrictions, the map was
added to with RED dots to show the location of ALL licenced venues in
Bayside where the SOLE OR MAIN purpose was to sell and serve liquor
as opposed to ones where FOOD sales are the primary function and
alcohol is served WITH that food. In other words, LIQUOR BARS. Please
note the attached map left. I have CIRCLED the LARGE and MAJOR
Activity Centres which are also the ONLY place that liquor only bars can be found. I have
ARROWED the proposed location of this application. All of this information is easily
verifiable by visiting the VCGLR website at https://liquor.vcglr.vic.gov.au
NONE of Bayside’s SNACS have a liquor only bar. This can NOT be coincidence. It is not. This
is because there is a DIFFERENCE between what the Planning Scheme ADVISES is a SUITABLE
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business to be in a SNAC versus the larger activity centres. The Planning scheme VERY
SPECIFICALLY STATES: “Small neighbourhood activity centres - smaller centres serving the
day to day needs of residents who are within walking distance. These centres usually consist
of small grocers, milk-bars, a takeaway restaurant and perhaps a café.” It is clear that the
INTENTION of the Planning Scheme is NOT to allow for things such as liquor bars as the
definitions of what TYPE of things to EXPECT to see in these smaller neighbourhood activity
centres is pretty much plain to see. If Council allows a permit for this application in a SNAC,
this WILL SET A PRECEDENT and open the doors to liquor bars being applied for in ALL 24
SNACS in the municipality and this is definitely NOT something we want to see. Whilst the
State Government WANTS all activity centres to be activated and of course this is a good
thing, it does NOT seek to have ALL types of businesses in ALL locations which is why it
approves the wording in the various Planning Schemes currently in play, including ours.
Regardless of whether or not the NAME of these activity centres is new or old, the
WORDING of what types of businesses are APPROPRIATE to go into these our SMALLEST
centres has NOT changed in many many years.
Whilst the Planning Scheme does not SPECIFICALLY
prevent this type of venue in a SNAC, it is CLEAR
that allowing one was NOT the intention of the
authors of the Scheme, nor of the Planning
Minister who approved the Scheme.
LOCAL AMENITY – RESIDENTIAL HOUSING –
PREVIOUS VCAT OUTCOMES
I am grateful for the Officer’s recommendations for various things to be put into place to
MINIMISE the Amenity issues that approving a permit would likely bring, but that is just the
issue – minimise tells us that the application if approved WILL affect the Amenity of the area
and of the residents. If this is acknowledged by the Officer, then this should tell you right
away that this location is NOT suitable for a liquor bar. As noted by the report, our little
SNAC has 2 LICENCED RESTAURANTS in it where both have the PRIMARY function of serving
meals with alcohol sales on the side and because of that, neither of these venues NEED to
have the same restrictions placed upon them to prevent them from affecting the Amenity of
the neighbourhood. The same goes for the PACKAGED liquor venue in the same strip.
Whilst I accept the officer’s report that SITTING drinking is better than STANDING drinking, it
should also be acknowledged that regardless of HOW the alcohol is consumed, it is the fact
that the PRIMARY PURPOSE of this application is to get people INTO the venue TO DRINK as
opposed to consume food and that it is the fact that when people WANT to go to a location
JUST to drink, the likelihood that that person WILL consume MORE alcohol than if they were
drinking whilst enjoying a meal is MUCH GREATER, and as such so is the likelihood of lost to
local amenity. The officer’s report mentions that there are some residents that may be
affected but that MOST of these would be on the North side of Bay Road. It is clear that this
information is NOT correct and the Officer has not had all the information needed to make
this comment. As such, I have attached above a MAP showing the area concerned and
highlighting in RED ALL the residences in the directly affected area. As you can see it is NOT
just those across Bay Road that will be affected as there are in fact RESIDENCES WITHIN the
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SNAC itself including DIRECTLY next door on the same level as the proposed liquor bar and 2
doors up, plus a 2 storey residential block just over the other side of Jack Road to the West
AND of course directly BEHIND the proposed location as well.
Over the years there have been a number of VCAT hearings dealing with this SPECIFIC
BUILDING ADDRESS INCLUDING dealing with liquor licencing and opening hours. Bayside
Council REJECTED applications and then FOUGHT them in VCAT. VCAT rejected 2
applications and agreed upon a 3rd ONLY pertaining to the building itself. Whilst the issues
of the outcome dealing with the BUILDING itself are not SPECIFICALLY connected with the
application, they ARE a part of the issue involved and it is my understanding that following
on from the report’s release a number of people HAVE read the Officers words and HAVE
contacted Council to report issues with the building following on from these VCAT outcomes
and I consider these issues MAY come into play regarding this application. Putting the
building part aside for a moment, the VCAT outcome of one specific trip included the VCAT
member TURNING DOWN the liquor application for extended hours. As mentioned above,
Bayside Council and VCAT (Dixon v Bayside CC [2009] VCAT 785 ) have already rejected an
application for a liquor licence till 1am stating that “Lower traffic at night will make noise
from a venue more noticeable”; “A large number of patrons means parking in side streets
and even the noise of just saying goodbye could be detrimental to residents”; “The context
of the area is not one of significant change and is not changing to include people who would
want to utilise a venue of this type”; “Residents in the area should expect to enjoy peace
and quiet in the evenings”; and importantly, the VCAT Member clearly stated that “I
consider that the proposed liquor license hours are unreasonable for a business located in
this centre and are likely to have an adverse impact on the amenity of residents living in the
locality”.
Since this time, the neighbourhood is now more family with young children oriented, and
these comments made by VCAT back then are even more applicable today. I note here that
the VCAT member as part of his decision did NOT specify just the North side of Bay Road
that would be affected, but the LOCALITY, meaning the SURROUNDING AREA. With VCAT
stating details in their recorded decision, I cannot see how Council and the Officer’s report
do not take that into consideration. As well as this, Clause 52.27 of the Bayside Planning
Scheme which deals with Licensed premises states as its purpose “To ensure that licensed
premises are situated in appropriate locations”, and, “To ensure that the impact of the
licensed premises on the amenity of the surrounding area is considered.” Further, the
Decision Guidelines section states the Responsible Authority must take into consideration
“The impact of the sale or consumption of liquor permitted by the liquor licence on the
amenity of the surrounding area”. Note it states the SURROUNDING area, NOT just the
opposite side of Bay Road as has been used in this instance. I believe the officer in this
instance has erred in his decision regarding this aspect of the Planning Scheme.
VENUE ISSUES – ACCESS, TOILETS, KITCHEN, SHARED USE
Whilst there are a number of things that the Officer’s report advises cannot be used
towards making a decision based upon planning, there ARE a number of aspects that CAN go
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towards that final decision. With respect to ACCESS to the venue, the report states that
customers can enter via the main stair entry whilst staff and residents can enter from the
rear access to separate the various groups of people and to prevent the issue of having to
traverse the red zone to gain access to the residence, however I believe the officer did not
have all the information available to him when he made this suggestion and I have pointed
this out to him. If you take a look at the images below you can see that access from the rear
is from a LANEWAY that has NO LIGHTING in it and that access to the property is via a
LOCKED ROLLERDOOR that is shut and locked at all times unless being used by the residents
vehicles. In other words, access for staff and residents on foot to the residence IS NOT
POSSIBLE this way and would HAVE to go through the main door which means going
through the active liquor bar area each and every time for ALL people including minors if
required. As this is the case, this alone should be enough to dismiss the venue as
inappropriate; however there are OTHER issues as well. Whilst it has NOT BEEN CLEARLY
EXPLAINED, the application seeks to run a liquor bar WITHIN the LIVING AREAS of a
RESIDENCE WHILST BEING STILL USED AS A RESIDENCE. The residence itself has only ONE
SINGLE KITCHEN within it and this kitchen would need to be SHARED by an ACTIVE
RESIDENCE as well as an ACTIVE BAR, again meaning that if someone wanted to cook dinner
they would have to use the same kitchen at the same time as the bar staff and this brings
into play OH&S issues including food handling, cleaning etc. As well as this, the floor that the
bar is supposed to be on with up to 80 customers PLUS staff has only a SINGLE TOILET as
seen on the plans, which is BELOW THE REQUIRED MINIMUM number of toilets advised by
Bayside Council as necessary for this permit to be issued. Again, a legitimate concern and
reason for rejecting the permit. As well as this, as clearly seen in the floorplan above,
because this space is also an active residence, it must be taken into consideration that the
REAR of the same floor is actually a BEDROOM which means that the INTERNAL AMENITY of
the location and its residents must ALSO be taken into consideration in this case. The plan
image also shows something else that needs to be taken into consideration. I have circled in
GREEN on the proposed redline plan layout 2 ANOMALIES – the top one being that the
redline plan shows stairs extending the width of the building when in fact the floor plan
shows differently including cutting through a built in wardrobe. Whilst this on its own is not
a major issue, it is used to show that the redline plan is NOT as accurate as submitted. The
second anomaly at the
bottom of the image shows
that the front section of the
redline plan is within the
WALLS of the building
structure when if you look at
the floor plan to the right it
is in fact an EXTERNAL
BALCONY that has been
FULLY ENCLOSED. This then
too goes against the
accuracy of the red line plan as submitted. As mentioned
above, many objectors advised that AGAINST VCAT outcomes
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and WITHOUT Council permit these balconies on both levels of the residence have been
FULLY enclosed when they are not supposed to be. As per the officers report, a number of
residents HAVE taken the advice of the Officer and contacted Council Investigations about
this work that appears to be done without a permit. The issues surrounding this that pertain
to this application are that the external balcony may NOT be built to the same strength as
the rest of the floor plan and may not be suitable to hold a large number of people.
Similarly, the walling in and glassing of the balcony may NOT be done to the same noise
reduction standards that the rest of the building would have been built to, and as such,
leakage of noise from within the proposed bar COULD in fact permeate into the surrounding
neighbourhood, especially directly in front of the proposed venue. Access to the venue is
also only from the front STAIRS and goes AGAINST the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA)
(1992) which states that “it against the law for public places to be inaccessible to people
with a disability”, and this application and venue DO NOT offer ANY access at all for disabled
people and as such again, is a reason for denying a permit for this application.
CAR PARKING
The Officer report states that there needs be no change to the number of car parking spaces
made available for this application and lists a number of reasons. I believe however that the
Officer may have erred here as he has looked at the application as a SINGLE use for the
building, however, as stated above the building will in fact have a DUAL USAGE OPERATING
AT THE SAME TIME, as a liquor bar AND as a residence. As such, the number of car spaces to
be made available under the Planning Scheme MUST INCLUDE BOTH uses as the TIMES of
operations of both uses are THE SAME. As such, as a 3 bedroom residence, there MUST be 2
car spaces supplied for that residence. AS WELL, the liquor bar is required under Table 1 of
Clause 52.06-5 to ALSO supply 3.5 spaces under column B, rounded down to 3 spaces, for a
TOTAL number of REQUIRED SPACES OF 5 (FIVE). This is simply NOT POSSIBLE on the land,
and as such the land cannot be permitted to be used for BOTH uses concurrently. This
means that customers of the venue WOULD be forced to use on street parking, with the
numbers of customers as requested, this WOULD impact the amenity of the community as
per the words of the VCAT Member in his decision.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, I ask that Councillors vote to REFUSE to issue a permit for this
application.
Derek Screen.
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3.

Mr Fraser Martin & Ms Kate Tuckey (O)

Dear Councillors,

Re AGENDA ITEM 4.3 – Application 2021/26/1 – 342a BAY ROAD CHELTENHAM

Thank you for the time to hear my concerns about the application in question. Having read the
application by the applicant and the Councils response to grant approval I find myself left with
more questions than answers and grave concerns over Bayside Councils process and due
diligence in reviewing and granting planning applications.

At the time of the permit being requested by the applicant, physically went into council to view
the proposal and ask relevant queries. Met with planning department staff who were unable to
answer any of my queries and my details were taken to be passed on to the officer in charge
of this applications as they were not in the office on that day. I am still waiting to be contacted
by Bayside Council officer in charge of this application.

Have contacted council to query a variety of building irregularities that directly affect this
application as detailed below and still waiting for council officers to visit the site and make an
inspection to deem the outcome of these very important queries.

Council is proposing to make a ruling when they have clearly not followed due diligence and
process, at best the decision needs to be put on hold and at worst for the applicant refused.

Having undertaken some research of the proposal I have the following concerns with the
application:
> Venue capacity calculations
> Impact on residents
> Other
> Fit for purpose

Venue capacity calculations

Calculations
105 square meters on level one as provided by applicant.
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It is worth noting that this calculation by the applicant includes an enclosed balcony of 18
square meters, which needs to be removed from the calculations as it would appear from
passed applications it has not been approved to be enclosed. This is awaiting inspection by
Council officers.

Refer to 468/2006 (refused at VCAT), 700/2006 (refused at VCAT), 419/2007 (Part
Approved), 451/2007 (Rejected Council and VCAT)

Total Square Meters less Balcony = Total Square Meters
105 - 18 = 87 (based on applicant supplied data)

Total Square Meters divided by width = Length of Patron area.
87 / 6 = 14.5m (based on applicant supplied data)

It is also worth drawing the councillors attention to the fact that the drawings supplied by the
applicant do not appear to match the floor plan of the building and again a site visit by Council
staff is required to verify the plans.

An inspection by council staff is required and to the best of knowledge this still has not
occurred. Based on this fact alone this application needs to be suspended, until all due
diligence and processes have been undertaken by Bayside Council and its officers, to meet its
legal responsibilities.

However under the VCGLR requirements this square meter area would need to be further
reduced as there are requirements to “Separate the party atmosphere from the street
> minimise noise by including queuing areas within the premises”

No defined queuing area has been allowed for or specified by the applicant. As this would
need to occur at a landing area away from the stairs to ensure the exit is not blocked. This
calculation cannot be made under the supplied plans by the applicant.

Draw the councilors attention to the fact that a new patronage calculation needs to be made
based on the above information and queries.
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Impact on residents

The recommendation in the plan to approve the application with reduced hours suggested by
Council Officers is an acknowledgement of the impact of this proposed premises on local
residents who have the right to quiet enjoyment of their properties.
This is a very small shopping strip, that includes residential premises and is surrounded by
residential premises.

The VCGLR identify that this type of venue causes issues with entries, exits and queues
including:
> conflict between patrons or between patrons and passers-by (linked to long wait times or
insufficient space to queue)
> staff unable to monitor patrons on the way in or out of a venue
> conflict between patrons and staff (particularly if entry is refused)
> noise or litter impacts on adjacent public space or private property
> loitering or antisocial behaviour in the street after leaving a venue.

For new and redesigned venues:
> consider creating an internal queuing area, which is well-lit, supervised and includes
appropriate entertainment (for example, music or television)
> create one main controlled entry and one main controlled exit

Draw the councilors attention to the fact that this proposed premises does not meet the design
guidelines of the VCGLR of one main controlled entry and one main controlled exit.

Draw the councilors attention to the fact that this proposed premises does not meet the design
guidelines of the VCGLR of an internal queuing area within the premises.

Minimise amenity impacts (e.g. noise, light, litter) on adjacent public spaces and private
property

There is also no specified area with the application for smokers. Is this to be on the footpath
or on the roof?
> If on the roof, noise will carry to all the residential areas.
> If on the footpath then the noise will carry to the residents on Bay Rd (Many households with
small children)
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> If on the footpath then the smoke will directly affect pedestrians with second-hand tobacco
smoke
> Cigarette butts will litter the public space in front of the premises

Draw the councilors attention to the fact that no allowance appears to have been made for
managing smokers at the proposed premises.

Licenses issued in this shopping strip are for restaurants whose primary function is to serve
food. It is known that food absorbs alcohol and slows the affect of alcohol on people. This
venue has a primary function to serve alcohol and for patrons to consume alcohol.

Draw the councilors attention to the fact that the VCGLR acknowledges that the consumption
of alcohol at a licensed venue causes:
> conflict with other patrons and passers-by
> general loitering and antisocial behaviour
> impacts on adjacent public space or private property, including litter impacts (bottles,
cigarette butts) and damage to property
> theft or assault
> road safety issues associated with intoxicated pedestrians.

If you are attending a bar and there is no parking for customers then they will have to walk to
a point to catch public transport or “loiter” around the entrance to catch other transportation.
During this pedestrian and “loitering” function the impact on the local residential area
surrounding the venue will cause significant disruption.

Other

Draw the councilors attention to the fact that there appears to be absolutely no allowance for
people with a disability to access this premises which goes in direct violation of the Disability
Discrimination Act 1992 and Disabilty (Access to Premises – Building Standards 2010)

Toilet design has to be modified to allow for suitable safe acess and use by a person with a
disability.
Safe entry and exit for a person with disability needs to be allowed for.

Draw the councilors attention to what constitutes an amplified system as prescribed by the
Council Officer for Social Planning?
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A common radio and speakers is able to breach the EPA guidelines on noise and at this
particular property has on numerous occasions refer to police reports.

Fit for Purpose

When looking at any application due consideration needs to be made if the proposed
premises is fit for the purpose being proposed.

Draw the councilors attention to the fact that there appears to be no commercial grade kitchen
for the safe preparation and service of food does not appear to exist.

In fact according to the applicant the kitchen will be used by residents and staff
simultaneously. How will this meet the relevant Health Regulations?

Draw the councilors attention to the stairwell for the proposed entry and exit of the property by
patrons.

This is a very long stairwell that is going to be hard to manage people entering and exiting to
ensure patrons are only going one way at a time.

Should a patron slip and fall down the stairs the fall would be over a long length and have
serious health impacts for the patron.

Building Code requirements for a “Bar” - Class 6 Building

Draw the councilors attention that this building is now proposed to be used as a bar then it is
now classed as a Class 6 (b) Building under National Construction Code.

Does the property have the correct fire rated doors to meet the National Building Code for a
Building Class 6?

When constructed did the property have the correct fire rated materials used to meet the
National Building Code for a Building Class 6?
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Do the number and position of entry and exits meet the National Building Code for a Building
Class 6?

Exit to rear is a locked roller door with insufficient lighting for a Class 6 Building under the
Building Code?

Do the “enclosed balconies” meet Class 6 Building under the Building Code for the proposed
number of patrons?

Does the structure of the building meet Class 6 Building requirements under the Building
Code for the proposed number of patrons?

Does the proposed space within the building have the required Part F2 Sanitary and other
facilities requirements to meet Class 6 Building requirements under the Building Code?
Table F2.3 Sanitary Facilities in Class 6 Building
Male employees 1-20 staff require:
> 1 closet pan
> 1 wash basin

Female employees 1-15 staff require:
> 1 closet pan
> 1 wash basin

Male patrons 1-100 require:
> 1 closet pan
> 1 urinal
> 1 wash basin

Female patrons 1-25 require:
> 1 closet pan
> 1 wash basin

Female patrons 26-50 require:
> 2 closet pans
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> 1 wash basin

Does the proposed space within the building meet Class 6 Building requirements under the
Building Code for disabled access?
Part D3 Access for people with a disability
Class 6 building requires Access Requirements “To and within all areas normally used by the
occupants”

Draw the councilors attention that based on the questions above the answer appears to be
“NO” to all. Can the Council and its Officers who are required to operate under the Planning
Rules and Building Code that governs Victoria could they explain how they can class this as a
building suitable for the use of a “Bar” let alone meeting the requirements for moving forward
in the process of achieving a Liquor Licence?

Conclusion

Based on all of the information above I ask that the Councillors vote to REFUSE to issue a
permit for this application.

Fraser Martin and Kate Tuckey
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4.

Ms Simone Boileau (O)

Agenda Item 4.3-Application 2021/26/1-342aBay Road, Cheltenham.
I wish to object strongly to the application to run a bar at 342a Bay Road. Thank you for
considering my objection.
I am very concerned that this application is even being considered at this stage, as I believe that
the applicant has not made a thoroughly and fully detailed application. I would have expected an
application with the potential to have such significant impact on neighbours would only be
considered if it had provided the Council Planning Officer with all the information needed to make
an informed decision on the advice to give you.
As a lay person I find it difficult to comprehend that this application is being considered at this
stage without a site visit. I understand that site visits are not the norm, but this is a very unusual
application. I believe that a site visit is imperative to establish the suitability of the site to be a
Bar. I believe that the site visit should take place BEFORE the application is considered.
I have significant qualms that the application is being considered at this time, with an incomplete
and incorrect set of drawings. I am very concerned that the application is being considered at this
stage without ascertaining whether the site has had changes made to it by the applicant that are
not reflected in the drawing and that would appear to have been made, allegedly, without
appropriate planning permission and permits. It would appear that there have been changes
made to the rooftop and the balconies. I believe that there is an investigation by the Councils
own Amenity Protection and Enforcement Dept. and this should be completed before this
application is heard. I believe that it is the position of the Council’s own officer in the
Department’s position that this application should be delayed until a thorough investigation has
taken place.
I truly believe that the position of the proposed Bar is in a Small Neighbourhood Activity Centre
makes it thoroughly unsuitable for a bar, and the fact that there aren’t any other bars in SNACs
throughout all of the Municipality is evidence of this. All other Bars are situated in much larger
Activity Centres where the are suitable.
I believe that the fact that this application has proceeded without the proposed mediation is
another reason to delay hearing this application.
I believe that it would be proper for the Councillors to be hearing this application when all the
needed details have been provided , after a site visit, with a proper investigation by the Amenity
Protection and Enforcement Dept has been completed and preferably after a Mediation session
has taken place. Until all these issues have been addressed, I believe that the Councillors should
delay hearing this application.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Yours sincerely,
Simone Boileau.
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5.

Mrs Katherine VDB (S)

Thank you for taking the time to read this support of the submission.
I do not know the person applying for this planning permission but I know the Pennydale area
well, living in it, and I know the strip of shops. The applicant seems to have taken into
consideration all valid concerns of people who may be directly affected by the business. This
includes noise, refuse, and foot traffic. The bar is at the front of the property so not adjacent to
the residential properties, no refuse to be taken out after 10pm, and bar closing at 10pm or 11pm
depending on the night. Parking is never a problem at this set of shops, in fact the parking is
often totally empty. This Bay rd strip of shops is definitely in need of investment and life and to be
doing this investment in the current climate is admirable. To provide employment and a place
people can go locally in this time is fantastic. I have lived very close to bars in the UK (less than
10m away) and the better the relationship between neighbours the more each is likely to take
actions to look out for each others needs. I feel that the applicant has been the victim of a witchhunt by some in the community. I would like to add that those in calling themselves "Pennydale
Fight 342a Bay Rd" do not speak for all of the residents in Pennydale (if we are allowed to call
ourselves that). I would really like the applicant to know that they are NOT surrounded by a
bunch of nay-sayers getting prepared to slowly decay in suburbia, or electronic curtain twitchers
and keyboard warriors. I would like them to know they are setting up a bar in an area where
people are intelligent, interesting, tolerant and like a nice glass of wine, drunk in moderation, with
friends.
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Item 4.4
17 Holzer Street, Sandringham
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1.

Mrs Prudence Stoneham (O)

3 August 2021
5/2021/35/1 17 Holzer Street SANDRINGHAM
NOTICE OF OBJECTION - Planning and Amenity Committee Meeting
As the owner of number 2-19 Holzer Street we recently received the Notice of Application for a
Planning Permit 5/2021/35/1 for the redevelopment of 17 Holzer Street into three residential
properties. Having reviewed the proposal, we are concerned regarding some aspects of it and its
likely impact on our property.
Density
Parking on Holzer St is currently over capacity. The street parking requirements that three
additional dwellings and their visitors would create will have a significant impact on existing
residents.
In particular, dwelling two has a rumpus room on the upstairs plan which is capable of being
used as a bedroom. Given that this room could be used as an additional bedroom, it should be
considered as a three-bedroom home and therefore, require an additional parking space.
Rooftop Terrace
The rooftop terrace situated on townhouse one poorly addresses the visual and acoustic impact
on neighbouring properties.
Residents in established neighbouring properties will have their privacy compromised.
Considering it is an entertaining area, there is a likelihood that people could be using the terrace
late at night.

Yours Faithfully

Prue Stoneham
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2.

Mrs Anne Bruce (O)

22 June 2021
Statutory Planning Department
Bayside City Council
76 Royal Avenue
Sandringham 3191
Dear Sirs
PROPOSED APPLICATION FOR A PLANNING PERMIT ON 17 HOLZER STREET, SANDRINGHAM
APPLICATION NUMBER 5/2021/36/1

This letter supersedes my letter dated 31 May 2021, which was emailed on 1 June 2021 to
planning@bayside.vic.gov.au, and my letter dated 21 June 2021, which was emailed to
tcorrie@bayside.vic.gov.au on 21 June 2021, neither of which, purportedly, was received
by Council. I did not receive a non deliverable notice in respect of either email .
I am the owner and resident of 15 Holzer Street, Sandringham (reflected as 15B Holzer Street on the
abovementioned application), and have been for 22 years.
I am concerned about the impact of the proposed development on my privacy and wish to place my
concerns and objections on record. Please advise what protection work will be carried out by the
developer in terms of the Building Act 1993 to avoid any damage from the development. In
particular, any damage that may be caused by the excavation of the proposed pool at house number
3, which is proposed to behard against the boundary fenced.
1. The proposed 3.2 metre high brick wall of house number 2 on the boundary would block
normal daylight from my living area which faces the proposed brick wall. The wall would also
block normal daylight from two bedrooms which each have windows at 90 degrees to the
living area window. Consequently, this would make the rooms darker.
2. The proposed wall is the back of garage which does not need to be that high to
accommodate even a large four wheel drive vehicle.
3. If the proposed wall were to be built, the footings would completely decimate the root
system of my trees which are close to the fence and which have been there for more than 20
years which is a reason for the proposed wall to be set back from the boundary at a reduced
height.
4. The pool proposed for house number 3 is right on the boundary of 15 Holzer Street
(reflected as 15B Holzer Street on the abovementioned application). I suggest that the pool
be turned around 90 degrees so that it is not hard against the boundary fence.
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5. There will be considerable noise when that pool is in use which will impact on the quiet
amenities of the area. How do you propose reducing noise emanating from that pool when it
is in use? Will a brick wall be built to deflect noise?
6. Air conditioning units are not reflected on the plans. Please confirm that air conditioning
units will not be situated close to the boundary between 17 and 15 Holzer Street (reflected
as 15B Holzer Street on the abovementioned application) and that no noise will emit from
any such units.
7. Similarly, please confirm that any pool pump/s will not be situated close to the boundary
between 17 and 15 Holzer Street (reflected as 15B Holzer Street on the abovementioned
application) and that no noise will emit from such pump/s.
8. I understand that all second storey windows which overlook my property and which are not
1.7 metres above floor level, will have compulsory privacy screens fitted. To ensure full
privacy, all slats should be turned upwards (rather than being horizontal) to obscure all
vision into my property. This would also facilitate more light into the development
properties.
9. The proposed roof deck on house number 1 will overlook my en suite bathroom on the east
wall of 15 Holzer Street (reflected as 15B Holzer Street on the abovementioned application)
as this has a fairly large elevated clear glass window. How would you address this problem?
10. Another issue with the said roof deck, is that noise emanating from that deck, ie parties or
large gatherings, will impact on the peace and tranquillity of the neighbourhood and the
amenities of the nearby residents. With this in mind, together with the extremely close
proximity of the development to 15 Holzer Street (reflected as 15B Holzer Street on the
abovementioned application) and possible noise emanating from the pool at house number
1 and 3, and the development in general, it might be prudent for the developer to install
double glazing to the south facing windows of 15 Holzer Street (reflected as 15B Holzer
Street on the abovementioned application) at its sole cost.
11. Please confirm that all existing boundary fences between 17 and 15 Holzer Street (reflected
as 15B Holzer Street on the abovementioned application), other than where brick walls are
proposed and agreed, will be replaced with good quality material of a minimum height of
2.1 metres with 600 mm trellis affixed thereon in the same manner as the boundary fences
between 17 and 19 Holzer Street, thus bringing the overall height to a minimum of
2.7 metres. Please note that the fence between 11 and 13 Holzer Street is 2.7 metres in
height. The cost of all such fences to be borne solely by the developer.
12. There is no tree protection zone marked for the fig tree behind the shed on 15 Holzer Street
(reflected as 15B Holzer Street on the abovementioned application). This tree has been in
situ for well on 30 years. All or any trees, shrubs or plants on 15 Holzer Street (reflected as
15B Holzer Street on the abovementioned application) which are damaged during the
construction of the development shall be replaced with trees, shrubs or plants of similar size
at the sole cost of the developer.
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13. Swimming pools do not constitute part of the required permeable/garden area.
14. Please advise how many mature trees will be planted on the property in line with climate
change requirements and to enhance the barren appearance of the development site.
15. Please ensure that the site is sprayed with water before excavation/digging work
commences each day to ensure the minimum amount of dust to adjoining properties.
I look forward to your response in addressing my concerns and objections.
Yours faithfully

C A Bruce (Mrs)

ADDENDUM TO SUBMISSION FOR REQUEST TO BE HEARD AT A COUNCIL METING
17 HOLZER STREET, NOTICE OF DECISION TO GRANT A PERMIT APPLICATION 32021/35/1
WARD: BOYD 177

I would like to add the following to the request submitted online on 8 August 2021:
1. I believe that no all set backs are compliant with Council regulations. How can this be
allowed?
2. It is proposed to build three properties on 17 Holzer Street Sandringham, and while three
properties were built on 19 Holzer Street, the land at 19 Holzer Street is 73 feet wide
whereas the land at 17 Holzer Street is only 50 feet wide. In addition, the properties on
19 Holzer Street have the lane for access. It is most likely that if three properties are built on
17 Holzer Street, there will eventually be an additional three to six cars belonging to those
properties, some or all of which will be parked in Holzer Street which is very narrow. In this
event, does the Council intend to widen Holzer Street?
3. Potential noise from the proposed roof deck (in addition to the overlooking of the en suite
bathroom of 15 Holzer Street) will detract from the quality of life of the existing residents in
Holzer Street and the surrounding streets.
4. Shouldn’t this quality of life and the amenities of the existing residents, several of whom
have lived in Holzer Street for many years, be taken into consideration?
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3.

Mr Sven Erikson (O)

Dear Bayside City Council

APPLICATION 2021/35/1 - 17 Holzer Street SANDRINGHAM – Written Statement in Response to
Agenda item 4.4 of the August 10, 2021, meeting of the Planning and Amenity Delegated Committee
of Bayside City Council.

We are owners of number 3-19 Holzer Street, we received the Notice of Application for a Planning
Permit 5/2021/35/1 for the redevelopment of 17 Holzer Street into 3 residential properties. We have
submitted an objection to the application. We have concerns with the proposal and its likely impact
to our property. We are now making a submission against the recommendation to approve the
planning application at this meeting of council
Having reviewed the proposal, we can see a number of items that, from our understanding, should
prevent Bayside Council from considering the proposal, much less approving it.

Rooftop Terrace (roofdeck)
We request that Bayside Council rejects the application on the basis of the rooftop terrace.
As stated in the council report (item 4.4 section 6.2) “The screening provided to the south of the roof
deck is required to be setback 8.12m from the south boundary and only a 5.5m setback is provided.
Given the width of the roof deck is only 3.0m in width, conditioning compliance with this standard
would render the roof deck unusable”. This concludes the roof deck is not compliant as well as not
usable if compliant. Therefore, setback compliance is demonstrating that a roof deck is not
achievable in that position in this design. If the design cannot be compliant then it is reasonable that
it cannot be, nor should be built.
We note that the council report states that the proposal is compliant with Standard B24 Noise
Impacts on the basis that the development will not generate any noise above that typically expected
from a residential dwelling. We question whether the screening to the roof deck will prevent noise
travelling to 19 Holzer Street and late night use will impact residents sleep.
Setbacks and Non-Compliance (including further references to roof deck)
The Council Officers Assessment report documents a significant number of non-compliances
including;
1.
Locate garages and car ports at or behind the line of the dwelling. The garage for
Dwelling 1 is located at the front line of Dwelling 1.
2.
Recess second storey elements from the front façade. While the second storey is not
recessed behind the line of the ground floor below, the inclusion of the front porch
helps create appearance that it has been.
3.
Incorporate pitched roof forms with eaves. Dwellings 2 and 3 have incorporated a
pitched roof form. Dwelling 1 requires a flat roof to accommodate the proposed roof
deck. The roof forms in the area mostly of a pitched design with eaves.
4.
Setbacks - The variations required to the north of the building range from 20cm to 50cm.
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5.
6.

7.

8.

Setbacks - To the south, the first floor variations required range from 16cm to 1.0m in
size
Setbacks - The screening provided to the south of the roof deck is required to be setback
8.12m from the south boundary and only a 5.5m setback is provided. Given the width of
the roof deck is only 3.0m in width, conditioning compliance with this standard would
render the roof deck unusable and is therefore unreasonable. While this DDO1 does not
apply to this site, it provides strict controls for roof decks that can be used for guidance.
Of particular relevance to this issue, is the requirement to set the roof deck in 2.0m from
the roof edge immediately below. The purpose of this requirement is to limit the visual
impact of the roof deck, the idea being the roof below obscures views of the roof deck at
a human scale.
Setbacks - The area of non-compliance with the standard stems from the wall proposed
on the rear boundary of the site. Standard B18 requires a maximum height of 3.6m and
a maximum average height of 3.2m. The proposed wall includes a maximum height of
3.9m and an average height of between 3.75 and 3.9m, both of which exceed the
standard.
Overlooking – The windows to the North Elevation do not demonstrate that the height
of the screening measure is in accordance with Standard B22

Whilst there may be justification for the merit of a single one of these non-compliances, the
cumulative build-up of non-compliances is as a direct result that the proposal is an over
development of the property and that this application should be rejected.
Neighborhood Character
The proposal of a rectangular form is not in keeping with the neighborhood character. This is the first
house in the street, and the majority of surrounding streets that does not have a pitched roof. I feel
that this is not consistent with the neighborhood character.
Having our property go through the planning permit process a few years ago this was a major
consideration in the assessment of our Planning Permit and believe this application should have the
same scrutiny to make sure the character of Bayside Council is maintained.
Also the front dwelling having a 3rd level roof top terrace is not consistent with the neighborhood
character as there are no three story dwellings with the existing street or vicinity.
Density And car parking
Whilst dwelling 2 has included a rumpus room in the upstairs plan it is clear that this is capable of
being used as a bedroom and as such this house should be considered a 3-bedroom home and require
an additional car parking space. Considering the likely additional street parking to accommodate
visitors we believe this requirement is critical in the assessment of the proposal.
Comparison to the Neighbouring Development at (19 1-3 Holzer Street)
This report references a comparison (6.8) to the development that occurred to the south of the
property at number 19 Holzer St, referencing similarities. We have issues with this, as these properties
and the developments built and proposed have many material differences. The development at 19
Holzer St sits on a 1160sqm space as well as having use of the adjacent lane way for property access.
17 Holzer St is only 838sqm and it also includes 2 swimming pools and driveway access occurring
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within the 838sqm parcel. To compare the two developments demonstrates that what is currently
propose in this application for 17 Holzer st, is overdevelopment.

Kind Regards

Sven Erikson
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4.

Ms Kathryn Curnow (O)

To the Planning and Amenity Delegated Committee
Dear Committee Members,
I am concerned with several issues with regard to this development.
Neighbourhood Character
This application proposes structures with flat roofed, rectangular forms which are not in
keeping with the neighbourhood character. All the houses in the street have pitched roofs,
mostly with pleasantly articulated facades and the use of a variety of building materials,
predominantly timber. This development application neither “respects nor enhances” the
neighbourhood character (Council Plan 2017-2021) by proposing a build with excessive,
visually heavy vertical bulk, a flat roof and solid walls. The third level roof deck has the
potential to cause visual and audible disruption and to threaten the amenity of the
neighbourhood.
Car Parking
The planning application has called dwelling two a two bedroom townhouse and has
included only one associated car space. This should actually be classified as a three bedroom
residence requiring two car spaces as there is an upstairs “rumpus” room which can readily
be used as a bedroom. The room in question is in a corner and is not a thoroughfare. The
recommendation to remove the sliding door to this space is of doubtful value as it could
simply be reinstated at a later time and the space could then be used as a bedroom or a
study. The planning department report (6.5) claims that because this room is called a
“rumpus room” they cannot force the applicant to provide an extra car space. This is merely
a matter of nomenclature. The Victorian Planning Provision Clause 52.06 requires 2 car
parking spaces to each three or more bedroom dwelling (with studies and studios that are
separate rooms counted as a bedroom). I believe this separate room should be included in
this category. There is little room for extra cars and visitor parking in the street. The site is
narrow and has two entrance driveways leaving only one parking space associated with this
property on the street. It is a narrow street already at capacity with on street parking and
extra cars from this proposed development will create dangerous congestion.
Overdevelopment
Whilst it may be appropriate to increase residential density in the area, Bayside residents
expect this to be achieved with sympathetic and quality builds. In the planning department
report item 6.8, there is a comparison of this proposed development with the existing
development to the south at number 19 Holzer St suggesting that they are similar. This is
quite erroneous. The developer proposes to put three townhouses and two swimming pools
on an area of 838 sqm, whereas at number 19 the three townhouses occupy a land size of
1160 sqm. As the access driveway is via the 3m laneway to the south, the equivalent land
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size of no 19 is twice the size of that of number 17. It is no wonder that this proposal is
considered an overdevelopment.
Non-Compliant Setbacks
The planning department report, in item 6.2, has a table of side and rear setbacks (Standard
B17). Many of these shown are non-compliant. Whilst some non-compliances are quite
small, many greatly differ from the required distances. The report is dismissive of these noncompliant issues saying they are imperceptible and do not have an impact on the amenity of
existing buildings. As a resident of the dwelling to the south of these proposed structures, I
beg to differ and am extremely concerned about the possibility of audible and visual
disruption caused by this third level roof deck. Being elevated and exposed, there are no
barriers such as buildings, fences and shrubbery to mitigate loud sounds and lighting
emanating from this space. This has the potential to cause great loss of amenity and wellbeing in an otherwise peaceful and family-oriented neighbourhood. The proposal already
provides for adequate outdoor decking and entertainment space at ground level.
Considering this and the non-compliances involved, I strongly recommend that the
committee does not allow this upper roof deck to be included in the proposed
development.
Your Sincerely
Kathryn Curnow
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5.

Mr Tasman Jones (on behalf of Songbowden Planning) (A)

Thank you for the opportunity to provide the following statement in support of our application.
The officer’s assessment and associated referrals is a very thorough and balanced assessment.
We endorse the officers recommendation in its entirety. In addition I am happy to confirm that we
accept the conditions as written.
Council’s Planning Department see the application as an acceptable planning proposal for 3
double storey dwellings in 17 Holzer Street and its context within Sandringham. Council’s
preferred character statement has strong emphasis on garden settings and space around
dwellings in order of maintaining the rhythm and spacious visual separation of buildings.
On this basis, the built form and design of dwellings are modest and contemporary, all are
arranged in tandem and provide for significant and meaningful landscaping on all sides, visible
from both neighbouring sites and the street.
Discussion of potential off-site impacts where thoroughly discussed and addressed with Council’s
Planning Department prior the commencement of advertising, ensuring acceptable ResCode
compliance was met in all regards. Council’s referral departments also provide their support of
the application.
Despite the high level of Planning Scheme compliance, the application had attracted objections.
The permit applicant sought to maintain good relations with neighbours, investing a significant
amount of time discussing and offering changes which go beyond the requirements of the
Planning scheme.
Several changes to plans where offered to objectors that would exceed the Planning Schemes
requirements. These were offered in good faith and not acceptable by objectors. It is noteworthy
that the Planning officers have indicated in their assessment that objector concerns have been
addressed, furthermore has not seen any Planning merit in pursuing concerns of any
‘overdevelopment’ given the development is for 3 double storey dwellings. Also, the roof ’terrace’,
as noted by the Planning officer an acceptable element in a residential area.
We wish to note that Bayside Council’s Planning Department have high expectations for
development proposals to accord with their local policy and ResCode requirements. Therefore,
Council’s decision to issue a Notice of Decision to Grant a Planning Permit is tantamount of an
exemplary and good planning outcome.
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Item 4.5
6 Towers Street, Beaumaris
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1.

Mr Chris Pippo (on behalf of The North Planning) (A)

Good evening Councillors,
We thank you for the opportunity to prepare this written submission in relation to the
development application at no. 6 Towers Road, Beaumaris.
My name is Chris Pippo and I prepare this submission on behalf of the Permit Applicant’s, who
respectfully seek your support this evening.
We say the application before you is one that strikes the right accord between what is being
asked by the Bayside Planning Scheme and the character of the area. We support all aspects of
the report presented to you this evening, as prepared by the Bayside Planning Department.
The application has been in the planning system for approximately 17 months, with the Applicant
demonstrating a willingness to work collaboratively through the process, rather than seek an
expedited decision. The result is an outcome that delivers the following.
1. An amended design that ensures a high retention value tree (red flowering gum) is retained,
along with all other native vegetation. The Applicant recognises the importance that the VPO3
plays in the Beaumaris area to retain and preserve native vegetation. This has been a consistent
message by Councillors in this very forum, and one also communicated by the local residents.
The design has therefore been amended accordingly.
2. The ability to deliver further planting across the site. This is affirmed in the Report to Council
this evening.
3. An amended design that responds directly to the issues raised by immediately abutting
neighbours. An outcome was successfully mediated with no. 8 Towers Street. Further to this, it is
recognised that some of the alterations, in direct response to the concerns raised by no. 4
Towers Street, have brought built form closer to the boundary with no. 4 Towers Street.
Importantly, the changes to the design ensures that the proposal meets all the amenity tests in
ResCode. This statement is affirmed in the report presented this evening.
A particular point of discussion was the possible impact of the development, and in particular the
garage on the west title boundary, onto the windows at no. 4 Towers Street. Fairly, the neighbour
wanted to ensure their amenity is protected.
The Permit Applicant agreed to go away and investigate this matter. Connelly Surveyors, who
are licensed surveyors and best placed to deliver this information, was commissioned to confirm
the distance between the title boundary and the edge of the eave at no. 4 Towers Street.
We confirm that this was not a re-survey of the property. This was undertaken in direct response
to the comments raised by the owner of no. 4 Tower Street.
The information presented to Council is valid and correct. The proposal was subsequently
amended to ensure the garage wall on boundary complies with the daylight to window test
outline in ResCode.
This again is another example of the Applicant’s willingness to address and work to find solutions
in this matter.
In conclusion, we say:
 The two, modest dwellings will sit comfortably within Towers Street, and its contemporary
presentation is consistent with recent developments in the street and the immediate area.
 The proposal continues the theme of generous setbacks from side boundaries, which in turn
ensures the development delivers on all amenity tests outlined at ResCode.
 It is recognised that some variations are proposed to Bayside setback requirements. We say
the variations are countered by providing setbacks to other walls that well exceed Bayside
setback requirements, ensuring a balanced approach is delivered and one that responds to
working around the significant tree being retained on the site.
 It provides ample space to deliver a landscape outcome across the site as envisaged by
VPO3.
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It is for these reasons that we respectfully ask for your support this evening.
Thank you.
Chris Pippo
The North Planning Pty Ltd
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Item 4.6
65 Ardoyne Street, Black Rock
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1.

Mr Nick Legoe (on behalf of Keen Planning) (A)

ITEM 4.6
PLANNING PERMIT AMENDMENT 2021/178/1
Construction of two (2) double storey dwellings and removal of vegetation.
65 Ardoyne Street, Black Rock

Dear Councillors,

We refer to the above matter and provide our written submission in support of our request for Council to
support the Planning Permit consistent with the recommendation of the Planning Department.

We firstly note that only one (1) objection was received during public notice from the immediate adjoining
property to the east however we have been in contact with this objector, were able to respond to all the
matters raised and as a result the objection has been withdrawn.

We highlight the following in support of the proposal.


We have worked with Council Officers throughout the assessment process to ensure that the proposed
development is of a quality and standard that enabled their support. The proposal represents a
development that is highly compliant with the requirements of ResCode and where there is a departure
to the relevant standards (such as first floor side setbacks) we have demonstrated that the variation is
minor and consistent with other built form within the locality including the recently approved
development at 63 Ardoyne Street.
Furthermore, we note that the proposed development is similar to other developments within the
locality and the fact that there are no objections demonstrates the proposal is considered appropriate
by local residents.



As demonstrated by the accompanying Landscape Plan, the site provides areas of meaningful
landscaping including multiple canopy trees within the front setback and at the rear of the site
which will offset the removal of vegetation and complement the existing landscape character of
the area. We note the Council Arborist supports the removal of all but one of the trees which we have
agreed to retain.



While the development does incorporate boundary to boundary built form, the on-boundary elements
are small in overall length and recessed behind the main building façade so they are not a dominant
built form when viewed from the street and in support we note the following.
o

Boundary to boundary development is evident/common throughout the locality and a fair
reflection of neighbourhood character.

o

Amendments were made to address stated concerns about the wall on boundary which we thought
had been accepted and were advised only a couple of days ago that the planners were not accepting
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this change. We submit that the planning officer requirement outlined in Condition 1a is
substantial, unnecessary and will compromise the internal amenity of this dwelling.
o

The on-boundary parts of the walls are less in height and a lighter colour to assist with reducing
their visual appearance.

o

Both on boundary sections of wall towards the front of the site are set behind the primary façade
(Dwelling 1 setback 2.5 metres and Dwelling 2 setback 0.66 metres).

o

The boundary component for Dwelling 1 being setback 2.5 metres behind the primary building
façade means it is setback 11.5 metres from the street ensuring that it will present as recessive and
not present as an on boundary built form.

o

We submit that the combination of setback and landscaping (which includes shrubs directly
in front of the boundary walls with a mature height of 3 metres) and the built form and
landscaping on adjoining sites will create the appearance of space/landscaping between
buildings when viewed from the street as sought by Neighbourhood Character Precinct H1.

o

The total length of wall on each boundary (combined maximum on either side of 8.3 metres)
is similar to or less than what exists on other properties and is well below the maximum
length of 18 metres permitted by ResCode.

Based on the above we submit that the recommended permit condition 1a is not required and we
respectfully request that Council agree to remove this condition from the permit.

Based on the above, we submit that the proposed development is consistent with the existing and
preferred character of the area and has been designed to limit the impacts on adjoining properties.
We therefore respectfully request that Council support the report and recommendation from the
Planning Department (subject to the removal of Condition 1a) to Grant a Permit for this development.

For any further enquiries, please contact Nick Legoe by phone on 0438 875 584 or by email at
nickl@keenplanning.com.au.

Yours sincerely,

Keen Planning
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Item 4.8
450 Hampton Street, Hampton
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1.

Ms Kylie Harkin (O)

Dear Councillors,
Agenda item 4.8:
450 HAMPTON STREET, HAMPTON NOTICE OF DECISION TO GRANT A PERMIT APPLICATION
2021/292/1
I write regarding my objection to The Planning application for an increase of opening hours, liquor
license, and use of the rear area. I have no objection to the business’ use indoors or the business’
extension of trade along the Hampton Street footpath. My concerns are largely associated with the
proposed rear outdoor area, noise and privacy.
Specifically, I am in objection to the use of the rear yard area that is proposed as a function space with
application for liquor license and extended trade.
The proposal will create unreasonable noise impacts on existing residents and significantly reduce our
quality of life and our ability to enjoy our homes.
There is already significant echo from the business despite use of rear area. Use of this area for any
purpose will significantly affect those in the vicinity with bedrooms and living areas facing the
proposed rear area.
There are no provisions for soundproofing, or a structure that would reduce noise impacts on any of
the surrounding neighbours. There are no provisions for screening off for privacy of surrounding
neighbours.
There do not appear to be any provision to reduce noise and to protect the wellbeing of residents
that are affected by this proposal.
Residents need to be comfortable at home, to feel safe and be able to relax, sleep and not have
interruptions from a proposed function space of 50people just meters away from living and bedroom
areas.
A function space is not patrons just having a meal, there is a focus on alcohol consumption and
socialising.
Therefore, how could alcohol not be a driving factor in a function space!
The proposal of “limiting numbers” to 50 people at a function in the rear yard (potentially up to
11pm), I do not believe will limit the potential impact of noise or comply with EPA guidelines
regarding noise.
Equally I don’t believe a liquor license is needed to start at 7am Fri-Sat or 10am Sunday.
This suggests a function could essentially occur up until 11pm, followed by a function the next
morning at 7am (plus staff opening and closing pre and post any function).
This rear yard proposed area can only be accesses via the Willis Street Carpark, with no access to the
indoor area. Other local businesses are not able to serve patrons in outdoor spaces at the times of
this proposal; they are instead needing to have patrons return indoors due to hours of operation and
restrictions to outdoor spaces. I don’t understand why this proposal would be allowed to have even
larger capacity numbers in an outdoor space at such times?
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I am resident and have lived here for 8years. I was aware of the area I have moved into, expected
some noise and fitting in with a mixed zone. I am also a shift worker and need to be able to come
home and rest adequately without constant intrusion. The proposal will further impact me, my home
and the surrounding area. For the reasons l will outline I cannot support a proposal for trade in the
rear yard and oppose the proposed extended trading hours and patrons related to the rear yard. Any
proposal to use the rear yard for trade 0700-2300hrs is not justifiable.
I oppose the use of the rear yard for patron use.
Temporary rear yard use in “Coming out of lock down” Government temporary allowances saw
impacts of
- A loss of privacy of my property. My neighbour and I (both female) have both experienced male
patrons sitting together in the rear yard looking up into our separate proprieties and waving at us.
This is an invasion of our privacy.
-Despite limitations on patron numbers (~20-30), this still had very significant impacts on noise, echo
and environmental acoustics to the surrounding area and neighbours. I find it hard to fathom the
negative effects of what 50people would bring to this space, for surrounding neighbours.
- Patrons not leaving until well after 12MN, well after official trading hours.
-Patrons loitering and smoking at the gate to the Willis street car park.
-Children playing in the busy Willis Street car park, unsupervised.
-Children playing, yelling, running around on site unsupervised. The resultant noise that echoed made
the inside of my home sound like a school yard for hours, despite all windows closed during the day.
-Large numbers of patrons dispersing at one time. Again, how will the 50propsed patrons disperse
quietly via the rear carpark at once?
-No staff monitoring to reduce patron’s emasculation drunk behaviours or noise.
-No staff monitoring patrons exiting the rear of premise or encouraging respect for neighbouring
properties on leaving.
-Staff leaving premises with noise (2200-0100hrs, sometime later)
-Unhappy neighbours
I oppose the use of the rear yard for patron use.
Hours
The new proposed hours are 0700-2300hrs for the business as a whole.
What are no clear limitations imposed on the rear yard use? Other similar businesses need patron to
return to the indoor space after a cut off time, why is this proposal any different?
This impacts residential neighbours having patrons potentially all day and all night.
The impact of operating hours on the amenity of the surrounding area
I am very concerned by the propose hours and object to operations in the rear yard of 0700-2300hrs.
Willis Street Car Park/ Business Bins
With the business’ use of the temporary rear yard and with a permanent tent structure, there has
seen the loss of a loading and delivery zone, loss of staff parking on site and the business’ bins now
being out in the Willis street car park more often than not.
Business Bins seen overflowing and spilling into the Willis Street car park.
The loading of deliveries is now occurring in the Willis street car park parking bays.
There is increase staff use of the Willis Street car park.
How will the business (with proposed increase in patron numbers) manage their waste and bins?
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Noise / Property Acoustics
The acoustics of rear yard noise and significant echo are already having impacts on closest residential
neighbours.
There are no barriers to reduce any noise, as the tent in the rear yard does not reduce any sounds.
The applicant does not indicate any measures to address this, being from patron noise and the
acoustics of the business in the rear yard.
There is no mention of music/entertainment in the rear yard. This would only add to the impact on
residents and their discomfort.
I would like to know what will be done to address noise and acoustics of the rear yard?
Will an environmental noise assessment be completed regarding the rear yard?
I object to any music/entertainment in the rear yard at any time.
Neighbourhood + Willis Street Car park
All businesses, those that work in the area and residents all have a part to play in ensuring the Willis
street car park is kept respectful to the neighbourhood aesthetics.
The non-permanent structure in the rear yard is a tent. There is nothing aesthetically pleasing in its
appearance and I feel detracts from the area.
Liquor License
The proposed permanent liquor license and consumption of alcohol by patrons in the rear yard
between 0700-2300hrs will only create increased noise and behaviours that impacts the surrounding
area.
I object to a permanent liquor license of these operational hours for the rear yard of the property.

Please note the following occurred on the 15th July 2021:
Consultation meeting A consultation meeting was held on 1 July 2017 attended by the permit
applicant and four (4) objectors. As a result of this meeting no objections were withdrawn.
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2.

Mrs Fiona McClelland (O)

Written Statement – Application No 5/2021/292/1, 450 Hampton Street, Hampton.
Further to my objection in respect of the above application and the discussion held at the planning
consultation meeting of 15th July, I wish to submit the additional points noted below to supplement
the detail set out in my original objection note.
As a Hampton resident, I actively support local businesses and I also appreciate the difficulties many
have faced as a result of the pandemic. However, the nature of the proposal to create a permanent
outdoor dining area at the rear of the restaurant with alcohol being served until 11pm within this
area creates a disproportionate impact to surrounding residents in terms of noise levels and
amenity. The proposed restrictions are not sufficient to manage the impact to residents should a
liquor licence be granted to 11pm.


Noise
o Please see details in my objection together with videos.
o The proposed limit of 50 patrons in the outdoor dining area with alcohol being
served until 11pm will generate an unreasonable level of noise which will negatively
impact the amenity of the surrounding area. Functions held to date have generated
an unreasonable level of noise detrimental to the quality of living we experience
whilst in our own home. On several occasions when outdoor evening functions were
being held we have unable to sit and watch a movie in our living room and have
found it difficult to sleep later at night. We hear loud voices shouting and screeching
and parties of diners singing late in the evening with music playing loudly. What is
most alarming is the fact that to date the noise levels have been unreasonable with
no more than 20 patrons within the outdoor dining area, yet the application notes
50 patrons will be permitted to attend the area at any one time.
o With the ability to serve alcohol until 11pm these levels of noise will clearly continue
to be sustained at an unreasonable level throughout the evening time and, in
addition, they will not cease when the liquor serving period ends as patrons depart
the outdoor dining area and congregate within the Willis Street car park when the
dining area closes (as noted below).
o Whilst there are other businesses in the area with a liquor licence, I am not aware of
any serving alcohol outdoors until 11pm or serving to the numbers proposed under
this application. We have experienced no noise related issues in the area until the
outdoor dining area commenced operating.
o The current set up in the area (a flimsy marquee) offers no protection to
neighbouring residents against noise levels generated by the outdoor dining area.
During the planning meeting I proposed having patrons exit the front of the
restaurant onto Hampton Street as a noise mitigation measure but was told by the
applicant that this was not possible due to the internal layout of the restaurant.
o A liquor licence from 7am to 11pm is not appropriate given the residential
properties in close vicinity and the nature of the area. The proposed licenced
outdoor area is not on Hampton Street but is to the rear of the restaurant which sits
amongst residential properties. No other businesses operate or serve customers
within this residential area.
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o

o

Recommendation No.8 within the Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit states that
noise emanating from the premises must not exceed the requirements of the State
Environment Protection Policy (Control of Music Noise from Public Premises) No. N2 (SEPP N-2). I submit the noise levels emanating from the outdoor dining area have
consistently been in excess of 65dB(A) and if measured from inside our living room
would be in excess of 55dB(A) given we are unable to properly hear our television
from only a few metres away. Serving alcohol to 50 patrons throughout the evening
and until 11pm with no effective measures of limiting and containing noise levels
will clearly result in the above-mentioned Policy being breached.
Recommendation No.9 within the Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit states the
predominant activity carried out on the premises must be the preparation and
serving of meals for consumption on the premises. If that is the case, I question why
the liquor licence should be allowed until 11pm. Each time we have experienced
unreasonable levels of noise from the outdoor dining area patrons have been sitting
at outdoor tables long after food has been consumed and plates cleared and have
been doing nothing other than consuming alcohol (please refer to the videos
submitted as evidence of this). Given it is being operated as an exclusive function
area, patrons are likely to continue to finish consuming food earlier in the evening
and then use the area only as a place for consuming alcohol and socialising.



Patrons gathering in car park post closure
o Please see details in my objection.
o At the planning consultation meeting, the applicant confirmed that it would not be
possible for patrons using the rear dining area to exit the venue via Hampton Street
due to the internal layout of the restaurant. This means all patrons using the
licensed rear outdoor dining area will exit via the Willis Street car park and to date
when this has occurred groups of the departing patrons have congregated in the
Will Street car park, continuing loud conversations well beyond 11pm. Signage is
likely to have little impact when 50 patrons leave the premises at the same time
following consumption of alcohol throughout the evening.



Food and commercial waste bins
o On page 457 of the Notice of Decision to Grant a Permit it is stated that the storage
of bins is not a consideration of a liquor licence. I contend that the commercial
waste problem is a direct impact of having a liquor licence in operation and
therefore the problem must be considered whilst deciding whether to grant the
licence. Section 38 of the Liquor Control Reform Act 1998 allows for an objection on
the grounds of amenity, where the granting of a licence would “detract from or be
detrimental to the amenity of the area in which the licensed premises or proposed
licensed premises are situated”
o The apartment complex at 440 Hampton Street has a rear entrance with direct
access into this car park and myself and other residents (and residents who live in
the townhouses adjacent) walk through the car park every day to access our
properties. Storing food waste and other commercial waste bins in the public car
park during the day and evening on the days functions will be held in order to utilise
the liquor licence in the outdoor area is a health hazard and impacts the residents
who have to walk past these bins in order to access their properties.
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o

o

Furthermore, as per the various photographs submitted, overflowing bins are
regularly left outside overnight, which has led to black bin bags full of restaurant
waste being left on the ground and rubbish being strewn across the car park (such
rubbish often ends up entangled in the hedge at the front of our property). The
proposed reduction in car parking space to accommodate the liquor licence provides
no indication as to how this will be managed and where bins will be stored on the
premises (as opposed to the public car park).
The applicant confirmed at the planning consultation meeting that the restaurant
cannot store their commercial waste bins on their own premises (which is in their
private car park area which is proposed to be removed under this application) when
hosting patrons in the outdoor dining area and instead must store the bins on the
public area of the Willis Street car park. The proposal to remove the car parking
area to facilitate the liquor licence results in there being no space for the restaurant
to store their waste bins. The result of this is large and unsightly commercial bins
overflowing with restaurant waste being left in a public car park for long periods of
time.
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Item 4.9
335 New Street, Brighton
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1.

Mr Adam Haines (on behalf of SJB Planning) (A)

Dear Councillors,
Thank you for the opportunity to address the Planning & Amenity Committee Meeting in support of
this application. My name is Adam Haines. I am a Senior Associate with SJB Planning. Our practice
is situated at L1/80 Dorcas Street, Southbank
Firstly, we commend the Planning Officer’s recommendation that an amended planning permit
should issue for this proposal. The report is a thorough, measured and balanced consideration of
the planning merits having regard for the various requirements set out under the Bayside Planning
Scheme. Similarly, our Client accepts the Officer’s proposed permit conditions as being appropriate
governances having regard for the relevant considerations under the Planning Scheme
This amendment proposal ultimately considers the recent changes to the Bayside Planning Scheme
insofar as the implementation of Amendment C126, which identifies that commercial and
neighbourhood centres are to be recognised for an ability to sustain increased residential densities
through appropriate design responses, and in doing so, preserving the residential hinterland from
inappropriate redevelopment.
The Design and Development Overlay 15 (DDO15) stipulates a discretionary requirement for
buildings up to a height of 13.5 metres within this centre and the amended proposal wholly complies
with this requirement.
The built form tempered to its sensitive western interface, with setbacks to this interface deployed
in exceedance of the design specifications Standard B17.
To the road interfaces, rather than employing an arbitrary linear design response that simply aligns
with the setback expectations of the DDO15, the amended proposal opts for a more considered
design response, with a highly articulated, highly recessive upper level floorplate that will provide a
measured response to the surrounding urban context. Overlooking, overshadowing and each of the
other amenity based design considerations are duly complied with, as too are the qualitative
considerations of character and context. Car parking provision continues to be provided in
accordance with the full requirements of Clause 52.06.
This is a development that is very clearly supported by the Bayside Planning Scheme. Per the
Statutory Planning Departments recommendations put forward this evening, we hereby encourage
your support that an amended permit be granted for the proposal.
Should you have any questions in relation to this matter, please contact me on the details provided.
Yours sincerely

Adam Haines
Senior Associate
ahaines@sjbplanning.com.au
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Item 4.10
46 Black Street, Brighton
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1.

Mr Jack Manion (on behalf of JM Planning) (O)
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2.

Mr David Bayley (on behalf of Clause1 Planning) (O)

09 August 2021
Planning Department
City of Bayside
By Email:

enquiries@bayside.vic.gov.au

Subject:
Site:
Reference:
Proposal:

Objection to Planning Permit Application
46 Black Street Brighton VIC 3186
5/2020/253/2 – Council Meeting Tuesday 10 August 2021; 6:30pm
Development of land with three dwellings – S. 72 Amendment – Attic, roof deck

Clause:1 Planning acts on behalf of the owner and occupiers of 161 Church Street and 159 Church
Street, Shannon Ryan and Leath Nicholson. The land at the rear of 159 Church Street is the main
area of secluded private open space for both 159 Church Street and 161 Church Street.

159 Church St

161 Church St

46 Black St
Subject site

SOURCE: GOOGLE EARTH

The reasons for objection are:
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Compromise on previous agreement
Shannon and Leath Nicholson (Nicholsons) objected to the original proposal in June 2020.
As a consequence of those negotiations the applicant agreed to changes including rear boundary
fencing and planting and additional window screening along side-facing walls and the Nicholsons
agreed to forego other rights of objection and not appeal Council’s decision to grant a planning permit
(the Agreement). The Agreement was entered into by the Nicholsons on the clear understanding that
there would be only 2 occupied levels and control of overlooking by screening. The size of the lot
makes it impractical for a 3 story development and the inclusion of the terrace is intended to
circumvent this limitation. Indeed, the third storey terrace actually provides a worse outcome for the
neighbours as it increases noise and overlooking concerns.
Shannon Ryan and Leath Nicholson agreed not to appeal Council’s decision to grant a planning
permit, on the basis of only 2 occupied levels and control of overlooking by screening.
The proposed changes compromise the AAgreement and fundamentally alter the nature of the
development, in that, the proposal is the creation of a third level living and entertaining area. It is
noted that the proposal includes a toilet which will service the terrace, confirming the intention that
the terrace will be used as a substantial third storey entertaining space. Accordingly, the current
proposal changes the nature of the development and the potential impacts on the Nicholsons and the
enjoyment of their land.
It is clear that this whole process has been a deliberate strategy by the applicant to circumvent the
rights of neighbours such as the Nicholsons and the applicant should be sent a very strong message
by Council that this misleading and deceptive conduct will not be tolerated. If the applicant contends
that this is a genuine after thought, then having a roof top terrace could not have been an important
design element for the applicant to begin with and therefore there is no detriment to the developer by
refusing the application.
Impact on Heritage Values
161 Church Street Brighton is affected by site specific Heritage Overlay HO100 pursuant to the
Bayside Planning Scheme and is an “A” grade building, meaning:
Grade A structures are places of individual cultural significance, and are integral to the
historic nature of the City of Bayside. They are also of sufficient significance to be
considered for inclusion on the Victorian Heritage Register and the Register of the
National Estate.
The proposal introduces a third level large roof deck into a residential setting, a foreign element which
is at odds with the significant heritage value of 161 Church Street. The potential for additional furniture,
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umbrellas, building mechanical plant, structures temporary or permanent, on the roof deck, all weigh
against the proposal’s relationship with the adjoining property of heritage significance.
Neighbourhood character
Introducing such a substantial roof deck into the back yard realm of the neighbourhood is incongruous
with the existing neighbourhood character, which is mainly open rear yards or low scale structures in
rear yards, trees and landscaping, where boundary fencing and boundary landscaping provides
privacy and accepted separation between neighbouring properties.
There are no other rooftop terraces in the area – this is a suburban area with ground level outdoor
areas – permitting a terrace in this instance would be creating an exception for this developer out of
keeping with the whole neighbourhood.
It is to be noted that the approved plans already have a front facing first floor deck of approximately
40m2 which is more than adequate for Dwelling 3.
Scale of terrace
The large size of the proposed roof deck enables larger groups of people to congregate, adding to
the transfer of noise to neighbouring properties from a raised position, in close proximity to
neighbours’ boundaries. The use of the roof deck will likely impose on the privacy and use of outdoor
areas of these properties.
Alternative position
On the basis of the above, and in particular the fact that an existing Agreement exists which included
the Nicholsons foregoing their rights to lodge an Application for Review of Council’s Decision to issue
the existing Planning Permit at 46 Black Street Brighton, the Nicholsons reserve their right to apply
to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (the Tribunal) for the cancellation of the existing
planning permit pursuant to Section 89 of the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
Should you have any queries with regards to the above matters please do not hesitate to contact our
office.
Yours sincerely,

David Bayley
Senior Planner
Clause1 Planning
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3.

Mr Andrew Bini, for Nicholson Ryan Lawyers (on behalf of Shannon and
Leath Nicholson) (O)
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4.

Mr Jason Barnfather (on behalf of Squareback) (A)

Dear Councillors,
On Tuesday night, our application for amendments to an existing planning permit will be
presented to Councillors for consideration.
The application primarily seeks to provide an attic space and an additional terrace associated
with Dwelling 3, we the changes recommended for support by the Planning Department.
We support the recommendation and assessment undertaken by the Planning Department
and also wish to highlight the following to assist with your decision making:


The proposed attic and the terrace are contained within an approved roof profile
associated with a two storey building in the Church Street Activity Centre.



The attic and the terrace will not be visible from surrounding properties, as they are either
in the roof space (attic) or cut into the roof profile (terrace). This ensures there is no
additional visual bulk created by the proposal.



The outer edge of the terrace will be the roof and this will act as a 1.7 metre high privacy
screen around the edges of the terrace. This complies with the overlooking requirements
and ensures there are no unreasonable overlooking opportunities or need to consider any
additional privacy screening.



The terrace was reduced in size following advertising to respond to issues raised by
objectors. Whilst we sought the withdrawal of the objections through direct discussions
and amending plans having believed we addressed the key concerns raised, there are
three outstanding objectors. One objection was withdrawn following the discussions and
changes.



The use of the attic and terrace is limited to Dwelling 3 which occupies the first floor level.
These spaces will enhance the overall amenity of the dwelling, without impacting on the
amenity of the surrounding properties.



Planter boxes have been provided on the terrace to add another layer of landscaping to
the development and further enhance the amenity within the terrace.

Overall, we consider the changes to be appropriate having regard to the Planning Scheme
provisions and having considered the potential impacts of the amendments. We therefore
urge Councillors to support the application and if you have any questions prior to the Meeting,
please email jason@squareback.com.au or call us on 9965 1930.
Regards,

Jason Barnfather
Director
Squareback
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